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Ciara's presentation was right on the money,
particularly her personal experience of this
important topic.  Highly recommend!

EASTON WEALTH
Her content was expansive and in particular her pointers
around celebrating experimentation, encouraging our
people to take risks and fail,was particularly powerful and
relevant for our business.

SHOPPER MEDIA GROUP Connect with Ciara Lancaster

IDEAL FOR TEAMS EXPERIENCING RAPID GROWTH

While many teams have succumbed to pandemic pressures, others
have successfully dominated the market place.  What are the human
skills that will allow them to maintain both pace and performance?

SESSION OVERVIEW

How connection and collaborative risk-taking sustain growth

The three rules of psychological safety for team cohesion

How to recode your subconscious mind via theta-hacking

Why heartset and mindset are a force for optimal growth

Let's have a conversation about maintaining sustainable growth at
both the team and individual level.

In this compelling presentation, audiences will discover:

WATCH TOPIC VIDEO

Visit the website to watch the 2-minute video overview of this
highly relevant and relatable conference keynote and team topic.

TOPIC 2
S U S T A I N  S I G N I F I C A N T  G R O W T H



Australia’s female speaker and bestselling author dedicated to helping you transform your
team from change fatigued to change fearless.  Ciara Lancaster's expert topics are
resilience building, mindset for change and self-leadership success strategies. Keynotes are
underpinned by psychology, neuroscience and change management.

Ciara Lancaster, a former Change Manager at Deloitte Australia, has led teams of 500+
through change management, business transformation and digital innovation efforts. Add
to that, that she literally went on to write the book on the topic. During the peak of the
pandemic, 'Reimagine Change' became a #1 best-seller in Organisational Behaviour (AU)
and Stress Management (USA).  'Reimagine Change' has recently been awarded a 'Finalist
Medal' in the 2021 Australian Career Book Awards.

You will frequently see Ciara Lancaster's thought leadership in the media. The Financial
Review, Sky News, In The Black, Women's Agenda and CEOWorld Magazine to name a few.

Ciara Lancaster is also an alumna of Sydney University, University of New South Wales,
Stanford University and The Mind Academy in the domains of Psychology, Economics,
Organisational Change Management, Compassion Cultivation and Modern Psychology. 

Most importantly, in a world dominated by celebrity, Ciara brings authenticity,
vulnerability and relatedness that the audience comments on time and time again.  

Ciara Lancaster knows that in the business world inspiration isn't enough. It's all about
impact. For this reason, audience members will learn at least three action steps, as shared
from the stage. Many leaders also gift their team copies of the book as a valuable post-
event resource to embed the learnings.
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CIARA LANCASTER
S P E A K E R .  A U T H O R .  D I R E C T O R .

Connect with Ciara Lancaster


